The Reflexive System Inference Engine: A Tool to Use Metaknowledge
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Abstract
This article deals with how metaknowledge can improve rule-based systems and presents a new Reflexive System Inference Engine (RSIE) which not only enables the activation of rules, making it belong to systems managing metaknowledge. The experimentation section shows a rule-based system named IDRES with a structure which has been modified to use metaknowledge.

I. Introduction

The domain of metaknowledge was conceived in the 1970s and 80s (Hayes 1973) at the same time as the emergence of rule-based systems. A metaknowledge can be defined as being knowledge about knowledge.

There is no specific architecture (or programming language) for manipulating metaknowledge. However, rules-based systems have the advantage of restoring for the building of different levels of knowledge (Genesereth and Nilsson 1987)

Due to this context, the idea to design a new inference engine, called RSIE (Reflexive System Inference Engine) appeared. It allows the developer to build systems based on rules and meta-rules (a meta-rule is executed as a rule). For example he would be able to use rules which remove some rules in a convenient moment.

Contrary to most systems which use meta-rules (Cazenave 2003) (Spreeuwenberg, Gerrits and Boekenoogen 2000) in a static way, the triggering of meta-rules can dynamically modify the rules structure during the session. Also, reflective systems can be made by the RSIE.

II. The Reflexive System Inference Engine

Two types of inference engines are known: those based on a filter algorithm and those using an RETE network (Forgy 1982).

The use of a RETE network is much faster than a filtering technique. On the other hand, it has a more complex physical structure: various types of nodes and joints. If this implementation had been chosen, every execution of a meta-action (for example to modify or to delete a rule) would have entailed, every time, an expensive reorganization of the RETE network.

In order to benefit of the advantages of the two methods, we use a hybrid method. A RETE network is created for each rule of the rules base. The idea is to preserve the powerful aspect of RETE architecture while preventing that a meta-action entail a total rebuilding of the rules base but affects only concerned rules.

The system is written in Java because this language has some reflexive aspects which we could make use of.
III. Experiments and assessment

RSIE was tested with a 3.00 GHz Pentium by executing the rule-based system IDRES (Nigro and Barloy 2006). IDRES system recognizes maneuvers made by a vehicle from a sequence of known data given by a set of proprioceptive sensors.

It comprises ten rules and for each 0.010 s eight facts are generated starting from the data of eight sensors.

Results shows that adding metarules to delete rules which became useless allow to match less rules and to gain in term of time of execution and memory space. Indeed, the system creates 821 facts in 1.100 s without the meta-level and only 405 in 0.580 s with this level. The use of metarules which create progressively relevant rules allow to give only a restricted number of initial rules to the system and optimize speed of execution (0.500 s).

The structure used to develop and to use RSIE allows the conception of meta-rules, meta-conditions or meta-actions as easily as one rule. It also authorizes the creation of reflexive meta-rules (which apply to themselves) without having to duplicate knowledge (Kormann 1996). Another advantage is that the reflexive system inferences engine is able to execute these meta-rules during the execution. It authorizes the development of learning techniques in real time or in very dynamic domains environment (like assistance in driving cars).

IV. Conclusion

The reflexive system inferences engine is still in development and this article shows the first results of the core around whose will be implemented the final version. It is useful for the development of metaknowledge. In the future, new functionalities will be added to RSIE to make it more efficient.
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